
What is the Cloud?
"Cloud Computing" refers to the on-demand delivery of IT
resources and applications via the Internet with pay-as-you-
go pricing.
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Why run your applications on the AWS Cloud with Alef Nula a.s.?

Reduce TCO
Lower your TCO by paying only for what you
use and improving resource optimization.

No More Hardware
Quit wasting valuable time procuring,
deploying, and managing hardware and
instead focus on your core competencies
and customer relationships.

Same Tools and Capabilities
AWS is compatible with your existing
applications, processes, virtual machines,
software licenses, and more.

The time to migrate to the cloud is
now
Cloud computing provides a simple way to access servers, storage,

databases and a broad set of application services over the Internet.

AWS allows you to purchase what you need on-demand and does not

require minimum commitments or upfront costs.

Click the video to the right to learn more >>

No More Hardware

Reduce TCO

Same Tools and
Capabilities

No More Hardware
With AWS you can access the computing resources
you need, without any upfront costs or risk of
wasted money or restricted capacity. Unlike
investing in your own server hardware, AWS does
not require minimum commitments or long term
contracts—you can downsize or discontinue service
if you choose.

See how much you can save by moving from on-
premises hardware to AWS >

http://www.alefnulaas.apncampaigns.com/sw/tasks/Redirect.cfm?ECC=[ECC]&CUSTOMERID=[CAMPAIGNSCUSTOMERID]&LINKID=6486348&URL=[http]www[dot]youtube[dot]com/embed/jOhbTAU4OPI[Q]autoplay=1
http://www.alefnulaas.apncampaigns.com/sw/tasks/Redirect.cfm?ECC=[ECC]&CUSTOMERID=[CAMPAIGNSCUSTOMERID]&LINKID=6486349&URL=[http]www[dot]youtube[dot]com/embed/jOhbTAU4OPI[Q]autoplay=1
http://www.alefnulaas.apncampaigns.com/sw/tasks/Redirect.cfm?ECC=[ECC]&CUSTOMERID=[CAMPAIGNSCUSTOMERID]&LINKID=6486351&URL=[http]aws[dot]amazon[dot]com/tco-calculator/
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Resources

Try AWS for Free

Try AWS for free for up to a
year with AWS Free Tier.

Whitepaper: Quantifying
the Value of AWS

Learn about how you can
quantify the value of
migrating to the AWS Cloud.

Self-Paced AWS Training

Access online training that will
give your team the skills they
need for a successful AWS
deployment.

Customer Success
Stories

See how many startups,
Fortune 500 companies, and
governmental organizations
are using AWS to drive their
missions forward.
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